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Abstract

Distribution-based Regression for Count and Semi-Bounded Data

Pantea Koochemeshkian

Data mining techniques have been successfully utilized in different applications of

significant fields, including pattern recognition, computer vision, medical researches,

etc. With the wealth of data generated every day, there is a lack of practical analysis

tools to discover hidden relationships and trends. Among all statistical frameworks,

regression has been proven to be one of the most strong tools in prediction. The

complexity of data that is unfavorable for most models is a considerable challenge in

prediction. The ability of a model to perform accurately and efficiently is extremely

important. Thus, a model must be selected to fit the data well, such that the learning

from previous data is efficient and highly accurate.

This work is motivated by the limited number of regression analysis tools for multi-

variate count data in the literature. We propose two regression models for count data

based on flexible distributions, namely, the multinomial Beta-Liouville and multino-

mial scaled Dirichlet, and evaluate them in the problem of disease diagnosis. The

performance is measured based on the accuracy of the prediction, which depends

on the nature and complexity of the dataset. Our results show the efficiency of the

two proposed regression models where the prediction performance of both models

is competitive to other previously used regression approaches for count data and to

the best results in the literature. Then, we propose three regression models for pos-

itive vectors based on flexible distributions for semi-bounded data, namely, inverted

Dirichlet, inverted generalize Dirichlet, and inverted Beta-Liouville. The efficiency of

these models is tested via real-world applications, including software defects predic-

tion, spam filtering, and disease diagnosis. Our results show that the performance of

the three proposed regression models is better than other commonly used regression

models.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Technological advances generate large scale complex data. Thus, retrieval of informa-

tion and automatically discovering latent patterns have become interesting research

topics in various domains of research [1, 2, 3]. Consequently, data mining techniques

experienced tremendous development to assist scientists to analyze critical informa-

tion with minimal human interaction. Data mining techniques have been increasingly

attracting the attention of researchers due to their successful application in various

fields such as biotechnology, health, microbiology and manufacturing.

Data mining classical techniques can be grouped into three major categories: re-

gression, classification, and clustering. For instance, classification models that de-

scribe and distinguish data classes or concepts have been used to analyze information

[4]. Classification models are derived based on the analysis of a set of training data

where the class labels of the data objects are known, and the model is then used to

predict the class labels of unseen objects [5]. Regression [6] has been widely used

for prediction on different types of data. It focuses on finding dependencies between

objects, and predict target values given training samples of objects and their related

target values. This method is called induction [7], and it involves assertions that pro-

vide only a finite set of observations. It is commonly recognized that any induction

involves some limitations on the presumed dependencies [7].

The majority of the proposed methods make their previous understanding explicit

by limiting the range of the presumed dependencies without creating any distribu-

tional claims [4, 8]. In this thesis, distribution-based regression approaches using

efficient generative models for multivariate discrete data[9] and semi-bounded data
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has been proposed.

Regression models have been widely used in the literature as powerful tools to

tackle several scientific issues [10]. Examples of successful regression models include

multivariate linear regression [11], least-square regression [12], and distribution-based

regression for compositional and count data [2, 13, 14]. For instance, [2] has examined

regression models for multivariate count data with efficient distributions for analyzing

complex genomic data. The authors proposed regression models based on Dirichlet

Multinomial and Generalized Dirichlet Multinomial that overcome some limitations

of the multinomial model [15]. In this work, we further investigate the problem of

analyzing multivariate count responses with other flexible distributions that overcome

both specific mean-variance structure and the negative-correlation requirement of the

Dirichlet distribution as a prior to the Multinomial. More precisely, two regression

models based on Multinomial Beta-Liouville and Multinomial scaled Dirichlet has

been proposed.

Several real-life applications naturally generate positive vectors such as visual

scenes classification [16]. For instance, in [16], a statistical model based on a finite

inverted Dirichlet mixture has been proposed for modeling positive vectors.

Inverted Dirichlet provides good flexibility and simplicity for positive vectors mod-

elling [17] but it has some limitations such as its restrictive strictly positive covariance

structure. [16] proposed the Generalized inverted Dirichlet to overcome this problem.

[18] proposed a model that is more flexible than the generalized inverted Dirichlet

distribution namely the inverted Beta Liouville which contains inverted Dirichlet dis-

tribution as a special case.

The mainly focus of the second part of this thesis, is the modeling of positive

vectors.

1.1 Related Work

In this section, we review the related works on count data regression. In all the

reviewed models here, the dataset symbolized by X = {W1, . . . ,Wn} which consists

of n independent vectors Wj = (Xj, Yj), where Xj = (xj1, . . . , xjd)
T is a d-dimensional

response vector, and Yj = (Yj1, . . . , Yjp)
T is a p-dimensional co-variate vector.

2



1.1.1 Dirichlet-Multinomial (DM) Regression

Dirichlet distribution [19], is the multidimensional generalization of the Beta dis-

tribution, offering significant flexibility and ease of use. The Dirichlet distribution

has the advantage that by varying its parameters [20], it permits multiple modes

and asymmetries and can thus approximate a wide variety of shapes [21, 22]. The

Dirichlet distribution is commonly used given its flexibility and its several interesting

properties, such as the consistency of its estimates, and its ease of use as well as the

fact that it is conjugate to the multinomial distribution. Considering the Dirichlet

as a prior distribution to the multinomial results in the Dirichlet Multinomial (DM)

Distribution [23, 24].

If a d-dimensional count vector X = (x1, . . . , xd), with m =
∑d

i=1 xi, follows a

multinomial distribution with parameters ρ = (ρ1, . . . , ρd), then:

M(X|ρ) =

(
m

X

) d∏
i=1

ρxii (1)

The popular multinomial-logit model uses the joint distribution based on multinomial

and Dirichlet [25]. If a vector X over m possible trails follows the DM Distribution,

with parameters α = (α1, . . . , αd), then [2]:

DM(X|α) =

(
m

X

)
Γ(|α|)

Γ(|α|+m)

d∏
i=1

Γ(xi + αi)

Γ(αi)

=

(
m

X

)∏d
i=1(αi)(xi)

(|α|)m
(2)

where (|α|)(m) = |α|(|α| + 1)...(|α| + m − 1) denotes the rising factorial, and |α| =∑d
i=1 αi.

Even though the DM regression enables the parameterization of the multi-class

correlation coefficient for unit-specific covariates, it may disclose additional informa-

tion that may not be identified by the grouped conditional logit model [26]. The

inverse link function αi = ey
Tαi relates the parameters α = (α1, . . . , αd) of DM dis-

tribution to the covariates X. The complete log-likelihood for n independent data
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points in this case is given by [2, 26]:

Ln(X|α) =
n∑
j=1

ln

(
mj

Xj

)
+

d∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

xij−1∑
k=0

ln(ey
T
j αi + k)

−
n∑
j=1

mj−1∑
k=0

ln

(
d∑
i=1

ey
T
j αi + k

) (3)

Estimating the Dirichlet multinomial regression model does not present any spe-

cific challenge, and its numerical optimization process based on the Newton-Raphson

algorithm provides quick convergence to the maximum [26]. However, the Dirichlet

has some disadvantages, such as its very restrictive negative covariance matrix and

the fact that the variables with the same mean must have the same variance, which

limits its applicability to many data sets [27, 28]. To handle these disadvantages,

[2], proposed a regression model with a more flexible mean-covariance and correlation

structure based on the generalized Dirichlet multinomial distribution [27].

1.1.2 Generalized Dirichlet Multinomial (GDM) Regression

The Generalized Dirichlet (GD) distribution was introduced in [29], and it has a more

general covariance structure than the Dirichlet distribution. The generalized Dirich-

let distribution, in fact, can release both constraints of the Dirichlet distribution,

including the negative-correlation and the equal-confidence requirements. Thus, it

has shown to be a more appropriate prior in Bayesian learning situations [27, 30].

Similar to the Dirichlet, the generalized Dirichlet is a conjugate to the multinomial

distribution, but it is more practical for several real-life applications [27, 31]. The

composition of the generalized Dirichlet and the multinomial gives the Generalized

Dirichlet Multinomial (GDM) distribution. The probability mass of a GDM for a

count vector X = (x1, . . . , xd) with a parameter set ξ = (α1, . . . , αd−1, β1, . . . , βd−1)

and αi, βi > 0, is given by [2, 27]:

GDM(X|ξ) =

(
m

X

) d−1∏
i=1

Γ(αi + xi)

Γ(αi)

Γ(βi + zi+1)

Γ(βi)

Γ(αi + βi)

Γ(αi + βi + zi)

=

(
m

X

) d−1∏
i=1

(αi)xi(βi)zi+1

(αi + βi)zi
(4)

where zi =
∑d

l=i xl is the cumulative sum.

4



For relating the covariates X to the parameters, the following link functions have

been used by [2]: αi = ey
Tαi , and βi = ey

T βi . Now, let the parameter set ξ = {α, β}
represents all the regression coefficients, the log-likelihood is given by [2]:

Ln(X|ξ) =
n∑
j=1

ln

(
mj

Xj

)
+

d∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

(
xij−1∑
k=0

ln(ey
T
j αi + k) +

zi,j+1−1∑
k=0

ln(ey
T
j βi)

−
zi−1∑
k=0

ln(ey
T
j αi + ey

T
j βi + k)

) (5)

Indeed, Generalized Dirichlet Multinomial is a more suitable distribution for mod-

eling count data than the widely used Dirichlet Multinomial. It acquires its flexibility

from the fact that Generalized Dirichlet has a more flexible covariance structure, and

it has one more set of parameters that grants it a d − 1 extra degrees of freedom

to better fit real data. Both DM and GDM have been well studied in the literature

(see, for instance, [2, 26, 27] for more details). In this thesis, the two novel regression

models based on alternative distributions that have shown superior performance in

modeling count data, namely; Multinomial Beta-Liouville (MBL) distribution [32],

and Multinomial scaled Dirichlet (MSD) distribution [33, 34] has been introduced.

1.2 Contribution

Our major contributions in this thesis are as follows:

1. We propose novel regression models for multivariate count data. Our proposed

framework is based on Multinomial scaled Drichlet and multinomial beta-liouville

distributions. Developed all the equations related to its parameters estimation.This

work has been accepted by journal of Cybernetics and Systems [35].

2. We propose novel regression models for semi-bounded data. Our proposed

models are based on inverted Dirichlet, generalized inverted Dirichlet and inverted

beta-liouville distributions. This work has been submitted to IEEE SMC conference

[36].

3.Comparing our models with other related state of the art approaches.

4.Investigation of the performance of our framework by testing it on real data sets

as well as real-life applications such as disease diagnosis, spam detection, software

modules defect prediction and age prediction.

5



1.3 Thesis Overview

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows:

• In chapter 2, the Multinomial beta-liouville regression and Multinomial scaled

Dirichlet regression models and show the results of our proposed models on real

applications has been proposed.

• In chapter 3, three regression models for semi-bounded data applied to real

applications such as software defect detection, spam filtering, and age prediction

has been propose.

• In chapter 4, conclusion and briefly summarize the contributions and recom-

mend future works.

6



Chapter 2

Flexible distribution-based

regression models for count data:

application to medical diagnosis

We propose distribution-based regression approaches using efficient generative mod-

els for multivariate count data. Moreover, we investigate the problem of analyzing

multivariate count responses with other flexible distributions that overcome both spe-

cific mean-variance structure and the negative-correlation requirement of the Dirich-

let distribution as a prior to the Multinomial. More precisely, two regression models

based on flexible distributions for count data, namely; Multinomial Beta-Liouville and

Multinomial scaled Dirichlet has been proposed. First, the response distributions has

been introduced, propose the link functions, and derive the score and information

matrices for estimating the parameters and give the complete regression algorithm.

Furthermore, we investigate, with the proposed models, the problem of the diagnosis

of three different diseases, namely, heart attack, breast cancer, diabetes, as well as

the analysis of genomics dataset.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, propose two

distribution-based regression models where first to discuss the properties of the con-

sidered distributions, then propose the link functions and provide all the details about

the models’ parameters estimation. Section 2.2 is devoted to the application of the

proposed models on real genomics and medical data and to the discussion of the

results.

7



2.1 The proposed regression models

In this section, the details of the proposed models for multivariate count responses has

given. For each proposed model, first discuss the properties of the fitting distribution,

then proposed the link functions and discuss the maximum likelihood estimation

procedure. Finally, the complete learning algorithm has been given.

2.1.1 The Considered Distributions

The Multinomial Beta-Liouville (MBL) distribution

The Liouville family[37] of the second kind includes the Dirichlet distribution as a

special case if all variables in the Liouville random vector have the same normalized

variance, and the density generator variate has a Beta distribution [28]. Choosing

the Beta distribution as a generating density results in which is commonly called the

Beta-Liouville distribution [38]. Like the Dirichlet, the Beta-Liouville is a conjugate

prior to the multinomial distribution, and it can overcome the main restrictions of

the Dirichlet distribution. Moreover, the two more parameters in Beta-Liouville can

be used to adjust the spread of the distribution, which makes it more practical and

provides better modeling capabilities. Considering the Beta-Liouville as a prior to

the multinomial results in a flexible joint distribution called the Multinomial Beta-

Liouville (MBL) [32].

The probability of a count vector X = (x1, . . . , xd) over m =
∑d

i=1 xi trials fol-

lowing the MBL model with a parameters set θ = (α1, . . . , αd−1, α, β), is given by

[32]:

MBL(X|θ) =

(
m

X

)
Γ(
∑d−1

i=1 αi)Γ(α + β)Γ(α′)Γ(β′)
∏d−1

i=1 Γ(α′i)

Γ(
∑d−1

i=1 α
′
i)Γ(α′ + β′)Γ(α)Γ(β)

∏d−1
i=1 Γ(αi)

=

(
m

X

)
(α)zi + (β)xi+1

+ (αi)xi
|α|m(α + β)zi

(6)

where (a)(k) = a(a + 1)..(a + k1) [1], zi =
∑i

k=1 xk, α
′
i = αi + xi , α′ = α +

∑d
i=1 xi

and β′ = β + xd. Note that when α =
∑d−1

i=1 αi and β = αd, the MBL is reduced to

the Dirichlet Multinomial (Eq. 2). Indeed, MBL is an attractive distribution to fit

count data, given the fact that it has fewer parameters than MGD with a comparable

performance [32].

8



Multinomial scaled Dirichlet (MSD) distribution

The scaled Dirichlet [39] is another generalization of the Dirichlet distribution, which

has been proposed to overcome the Dirichlet limitation of not considering the simi-

lar positions between categories or multinomial cells. Besides, it has a general and

more flexible variance and covariance structure, given the fact that it has one more

parameter to model the variance of each dimension independently. Furthermore, the

scaled Dirichlet has shown to be an interesting prior to the multinomial, resulting in

an efficient hierarchical Bayesian model called Multinomial Scaled Dirichlet (MSD)

proposed by [33]. Indeed, MSD has shown to have high flexibility in count data

modeling with superior performance in many challenging applications [33, 34, 40].

The scaled Dirichlet has two parameters such that α = (α1, . . . , αd) is the shape

parameters and β = (β1, . . . , βd) is the scale parameter [39]. It is noteworthy that

when all elements of vector β are equal to some constant, the scaled Dirichlet dis-

tribution is reduced to the Dirichlet. Therefore, the scaled Dirichlet with d extra

parameters is more flexible than the Dirichlet distribution [41, 42, 43]. If a count

vector X = (x1, . . . , xd), and m =
∑d

i=1 xi, follows a multinomial scaled Dirichlet,

with a set of parameters ϑ = {α, β} and |α| =
∑d

i=1 αi, then [33]:

MSD(X|ϑ) =

(
m

X

)
Γ(|α|)

Γ(m+ |α|)
d∏
i=1

βxii

[
d∏
i=1

Γ(xi + αi)

Γ(αi)

]

=

(
m

X

) ∏d
i=1(αi)(xi)

(|α|)m
∏
βxii αi

(7)

2.1.2 The proposed link functions

The link function [44] can be defined as the inverse of cumulative distribution function

of a continuous distribution. This is used to associate the regression parameters to

covariates. Such function provides the relation between the linear prediction and

the mean of the distribution function [45]. When considering a distribution function

with the canonical parameter, there is always a well-defined canonical link function

obtained from the exponential density function of the response [46, 47].
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Proposed link functions for MBL regression

For Multinomial Beta-Liouville distribution-based regression, the relation between

the parameters and the p-dimensional co-variate vector X = (x1, . . . , xp), has been

written in the following forms:

αi = g1(αix1 + αix2 + . . .+ αixp), i = 1, . . . , d

α = g2(αx1 + αx2 + . . .+ αxp), (8)

β = g3(βx1 + βx2 + . . .+ βxp)

For finding g(µj), the following procedure to be considered:

g(µj) = XT
j θ j = 1, . . . , n (9)

where µj is the mean of Xj, and θ is a vector of regression parameters. Thus:

logit(µj) = log
( µj

1− µj

)
, (10)

and for logit link function we have the following :

Πj(x) =
exp(θTXj)

1 +
∑n−1

j=1 exp(θTXj)
(11)

Thus, The following equations for the Multinomial Beta-Liouville model:

g1(µj) = XT
j αi

g2(µj) = XT
j α (12)

g3(µj) = XT
j β

The final regression equation as a linear regression equation has been considered:

Y = η0 + η1x1 + . . .+ ηixd (13)

where ηi = βααi, i = 1, . . . , d, and d is the dimension of the response vector.

10



Consider the parameters set θ = (α1, . . . , αd−1, α, β) as all the regression coeffi-

cients, the complete log-likelihood is given by:

Ln(X|θ) =
n∑
j=1

ln

(
mj

Xj

)
+

d∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

[
xij−1∑
k=0

ln(ex
T
j αi + k)

+

zij∑
k=0

ln(ex
T
j β + k) +

xi−1∑
k=0

ln(ex
T
j α + k)

−
xi,m−1∑
k=0

ln(ex
T
j αi + k)−

xi+1∑
k=0

ln(ex
T
j α + ex

T
j β + k)

] (14)

Proposed link functions for MSD regression

For multinomial scaled Dirichlet, we can link the parameter ϑ = {α, β} to the p-

dimensional covariates vector X, as:

αi = λ1(αix1 + αix2 + . . .+ αixp) (15)

βi = λ2(βix1 + βix2 + . . .+ βixp), i = 1, . . . , d (16)

For finding the λ(µj) following procedure has been followed:

λ(µj) = XT
j ϑ, j = 1, . . . , n (17)

then we have:

λ1(µj) = XT
j αi (18)

λ2(µj) = XT
j βi (19)

Considering the final regression equation to be similar to the linear regression

equation, as previously mentioned in Eq.(13), where ηi in case of MSD model is given

by ηi = βiαi, i = 1, . . . , d. The complete log-likelihood of MSD for n independent

data points is, thus, computed as follows:

Ln(X|ϑ) =
n∑
j=1

ln

(
mj

Xj

)
−

n∑
j=1

xi∑
k=0

d∑
i=1

xiln(ex
T
j βi + k)

+
n∑
j=1

xi∑
k=0

d∑
i=1

(
ln(xi + ex

T
j αi + k)− ln(ex

T
j αi+k)

)
+

n∑
j=1

d∑
i=1

xi∑
k=1

(
ln(|exTj αi + k|)− ln(mj + |exTj αi + k|)

)
(20)
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2.1.3 Parameters Estimation

For estimating the parameters, to find the best coefficients for our regression models,

the Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) technique [48] was utilized. Maximum

likelihood estimation [49, 50], is a method that attempts to discover the most prob-

able model that generated the observed result. The maximum likelihood parameter

estimates can obtain for Multinomial Beta-Liouville and Multinomial scaled Dirichlet

models by taking the derivative of the complete log-likelihood function, and find Θ

when the derivative is equal to zero. In this technique, the estimation of the param-

eters that maximize the log-likelihood is based on the following:

Θ(t+1) = arg max
Θ

n∑
j=1

log(p(Xj|Θ)) (21)

For both models, closed-form solutions do not exist. Thus, the process requires

a Newton-Raphson optimization that iterates between scoring steps based on the

present values and an update of the parameters, such that:

Θ(t+1) = Θ(t) −H−1
Θ GΘ (22)

where G is the gradients and H is the Hessian matrix based on the first and second

order derivatives of the log-likelihood function, respectively. The complete derivations

needed for estimating the parameters of the two proposed models are given as follows.

2.1.4 MLE for the proposed models

1. The derivatives to estimate the MBL-based model parameters

The first derivatives of MBL log-likelihood with respect to the regression coeffi-

cients are given by:

∂Ln(X|θ)
∂αi

=
n∑
j=1

g′1(xj)[ψ(αi) + ψ(α′i)− ψ(α′i)− ψ(αi)] (23)

where α′i = α + xi.

∂Ln(X|θ)
∂α

=
n∑
j=1

g′2(xj)[ψ(α + β) + ψ(α′)− ψ(α′ + β′)− ψ(α)] (24)

∂Ln(X|θ)
∂β

=
n∑
j=1

g′3(xj)[ψ(α + β) + ψ(β′)− ψ(α′ + β′)− ψ(β)] (25)

12



where α′ = α+
∑d

i=1 xi and β′ = β+ xi. According to Newton-Raphson method, the

second-order derivatives should calculate as follows:

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂αi1∂αi2

=
n∑
j=1

g′′1(xj)[ψ
′(αi + ψ′(α′i)− ψ′(α′i − ψ′(αi)] (26)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂2α

=
n∑
j=1

g′′2(xj)[ψ
′(α + β) + ψ′(α′)− ψ′(α′ + β′)− ψ′(α)] (27)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂2β

=
n∑
j=1

g′′3(xj)[ψ
′(α + β) + ψ′(β′)− ψ′(α′ + β′)− ψ′(β)] (28)

2. The derivatives to estimate the MSD-based model parameters

The first derivatives of MSD log likelihood function with respect to αi, i = 1, . . . , d

and βi, i = 1, . . . , d are given by:

∂Ln(X|ϑ)

∂αi
=

n∑
j=1

λ̂1(xj) (Ψ(|α|)−Ψ(mi + |α|) + Ψ(xi + αi)−Ψ(αi)) (29)

∂Ln(X|ϑ)

∂βi
=

n∑
j=1

λ̂2(xj)

(
xi
βi

)
(30)

By computing the second derivatives with respect to αi and βi, obtained:

∂2Ln(X|ϑ)

∂αi1αi2
=


∑n

j=1 λ̂1(xj) [Ψ′(|α|)−Ψ′(mj + |α|) + Ψ′(xi + αi)−Ψ′(αi)]

if i1 = i2 = i∑n
j=1 λ̂1(xj)[Ψ

′(Z)−Ψ′(mj + |α|)] otherwise,

(31)

∂2Ln(X|ϑ)

∂βi1βi2
=


∑n

j=1 λ̂2(xj)
(
− xi

β2
i

)
if i1 = i2 = i,

0 otherwise,
(32)

To achieve an optimal performance of our proposed models, the initial values of

the parameters were calculated using the method of moments [51], which depends

on the mean and variance of each distribution. Then, using the maximum likelihood

approach, the parameters are updated to get their natural values with respect to the

given dataset. Finally, the regression model is applied to predict the multivariate

count response. The complete learning algorithm is summarized in (Algorithm 1).
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Algorithm 1 The complete learning algorithm for predicting multivariate count

response.

1. Input DATA SET X = {W1, . . . ,Wn} with n independent data points Wj =

(Xj, Yj), where Xj is the count response vector and Yj is covariate vector.

2. Output The final parameters Θ, log-likelihood, predicted Y

3. Split the data by ratio 60:40 for training and testing

4. Initialize the parameters for each model Θ(0)

5. repeat

6. Update the parameters Θ(t) using Eq.(66)

7. Update the link functions

8. Calculate the log-likelihood using Eq.(14) for MBL or Eq.(20) for MSD

9. until convergence

10. Predict the covariate values of Y using Eq. (13).

2.2 Experimental Results

Our aim in this section is to apply the proposed regression models on real datasets.

Multinomial Beta-Liouville and Multinomial scaled Dirichlet regression models has

been evaluated to show their effectiveness compared to the previously proposed dis-

tribution based regression models for count data.

2.2.1 Data and Performance Measures

The evaluation of each model is based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC)

[52], Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [53], and MSE where the smaller values for

AIC, BIC and MSE indicate that the model has a better performance. Furthermore,

to considered the prediction accuracy where the higher accuracy indicate the better

performance of the model. The considered performance metrics are defined as follows:

14



• Akaike Information Criterion (AIC): AIC is a way of measuring that can be

used to assess the capabilities of the model by showing a link between Kullback-

Leibler information [54], and maximized log-likelihood [52]. It selects the model

that minimises the mean squared or prediction error [55]. The AIC of each

model can calculate by using the following formula where NX is the number of

data points:

AIC = −2Ln + 2NX (33)

• Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC): BIC can be extracted from a large-

sample approximation [53]. BIC criterion selects the model with the smallest

value. For each model, the following is used formula to calculate it, where NX

is the number of data points and DX is the dimension of the data:

BIC = −2Ln +NX log(DX) (34)

• Accuracy: Our goal is to predict precision covariate values of Y , which consists

of one or more positive values. To find the accuracy of the prediction, Ypredict

compared to the actual data in the test split YTest of a given dataset. Since

The data is multivariate, where each Y is a vector, the average accuracy was

calculated. That is, the average of the differences between Ypredict = (y′1, . . . , y
′
p)

and YTest = (y1, . . . , yp) should be calculated. The following equation is used to

calculate the accuracy for each model:

ACC =
(

1−
µ
(
|Ypredict − YTest|

)
µ
(
|YTest|

) )
× 100 (35)

• MSE cost function: The root mean square error (RMSE) is used to measure

the performance of the models [56]. This metric majorly presume i = 1, 2, ...n

samples of model errors. RMSE formula is given as follows:

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

e2
i (36)

Therefore, to train a regression model, it is necessary to find the value of regres-

sion coefficients that minimize the RMSE.In practice, it is simpler to minimize

the Mean Square Error (MSE). Because the value that minimizes a function
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also minimizes its square root, instead of minimizing the RMSE, the regression

coefficients that minimize the MSE can be find as given :

MSE(X , θ) =
1

D

D∑
i=1

(Ypredict − Y )2 (37)

2.2.2 Real Data

The models have been applied to four different applications from the medical domain

research field as following:

• Analysis of genomics data: RNA-seq [2].

• Impact of stress on heart attack [57].

• Breast Cancer diagnosis [58].

• Diabetes diagnosis [59].

The evaluation of each model is based on four metrics: Akaike information crite-

rion (AIC) [52], Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [53], log-likelihood and accuracy.

The prediction results in the following subsection are shown by different figures, and

in each figure the X axis shows the observed data points, and Y axis shows the value

of each Y that is the prediction value.

2.2.3 Analyzing Genomics Data: RNA-seq

In this application, the problem of high-throughput data analysis in genomics has been

studied. Quantifying the genomic features depends on sequencing technology, where

the data obtained from sequencing technologies are often summarized by the counts

of DNA or RNA fragments within a genomic interval. The RNA-seq (RS) dataset 1

[60] is considered. The data consists of six exons that present the gene, and these

six exons in our regression model are exploratory variables where each observation

has the expression level with four covariates: total reads, treatment, gender, and age.

The total number of observations is 200. Table 1 presents the results of the four

tested models, where compared based on AIC, BIC, and accuracy. As the Table 1

shown, the MSD based model has the smallest AIC, BIC, and the highest likelihood.

1https://github.com/Yiwen-Zhang/MGLM/tree/master/MGLM/data
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In terms of accuracy, the MBL based model outperforms all the tested models with

an accuracy of 98% compared to 94-95% for the other models.

Table 1: Models performance comparison for RNA-seq dataset.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
Log-likelihood AIC BIC

DM -1.2634e+03 2.5748e+03 2.6417e+03 94.00%
GDM -1.1432e+03 2.8721e+03 2.8617e+03 95.00%
MBL -7.0738e+19 1.4148e+20 1.4148e+20 98.00%
MSD 9.5334e+04 -1.9045e+05 -1.9043e+05 95.75%

Figure 1, and Figure 2 show the predicted values Ŷ , i.e. the values of each of

the four attributes (total reads, treatment, gender, and age) that predicted for each

observation using MBL and MSD based regression models, respectively. From these

figures, can see that the prediction of Y has the same behavior of Y Test. Note that

the small predicted values are approximated to zero. In general, we can say that the

predicted values are approximately similar to the actual test values, as shown in the

figures, the MBL-based regression model have an accuracy of 98% when using , and

95.75% using the regression model based on MSD.

2.2.4 Predicting Heart Attack Risk

This application is based on a publicly available dataset named as Stress Echocardio-

graphy (SEG) 2. The dataset represents a study that has been done to determine the

impact of the dobutamine drug on having a risk of heart attack or cardiac event. The

observations of the dataset were based on a test that the patient should take through

raising the patient’s heart rate by the run on the treadmill and gather the needed

information. In our experiments, we focus on predicting the cardiac death, i.e. the

risk of heart attack, to identify predictors of subsequent cardiac events from clinical

and demographic information for each patient. Independent variables evaluated were:

history of hypertension, diabetes mellitus, MI, CABG, or PTCA, age, gender, peak

dose of dobutamine, rest and peak dobutamine heart rate, blood pressure, and rate

pressure product (RPP), percent of achieved maximum predicted heart rate, rest and

peak dobutamine EF, presence of induced chest pain, negative, equivocal or ischemic

2http://biostat.mc.vanderbilt.edu/wiki/pub/Main/DataSets/stressEcho.html
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(a) Y Train

(b) Y Test

Figure 1: Comparison of test values and the predicted values of Y using MBL-based
regression model for RNA-seq dataset.

electrocardiogram (ECG), rest wall-motion abnormality (WMA), and a positive stress

echocardiogram (SE) [57]. Then, the prediction of the cardiac events that aimed to

predict broken down into four categories (values), representing myocardial infarction

(MI), revascularization by percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty (PTCA),

coronary artery bypass grafting surgery (CABG), and cardiac death.

The prediction results for the considered dataset using the four tested regression

models are given in Table 2 reported using the above-mentioned performance metrics.

According to the results, one may notice that the DM-based regression model has

the smallest likelihood and lowest accuracy as compared to the other tested models.

On the other hand, GDM, MBL, and MSD have approximately similar performance

according to the prediction accuracy, yet, MSD has a larger log-likelihood and smaller

AIC and BIC. Thus, MSD based regression has the best prediction results on this

dataset.
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(a) Y Train

(b) Y Test

Figure 2: Comparison of test values and the predicted values of Y using MSD-based
regression model for RNA-seq dataset.

In Figure 3, and Figure 4 displayed the predicted four values of Y , i.e. MI,

PTCA, CABG and cardiac death, corresponding to each observation in Echocardiog-

raphy dataset using MBL and MSD based regression models, respectively. From these

figures can conclude that the MBL-based regression model has the highest achieved

accuracy of 98.90%, which is slightly better for large numbers but not suitable for pre-

dicting small values. Furthermore, Figure 4 illustrates that the MSD-based regression

model performs well on both large and small values.

2.2.5 Breast Cancer Diagnosis

In this application, Breast Cancer Wisconsin dataset (BCD)3has been used, which

has a total of 569 observations, and each observation is computed from a digitized

3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Breast+Cancer+Wisconsin+(Diagnostic)
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Table 2: Models performance comparison for Stress Echocardiography dataset.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
Log-likelihood AIC BIC

DM -6.1365e+03 1.2333e+04 1.2447e+04 95.00%
GDM -5.7684e+03 1.1633e+04 1.1816e+04 98.00%
MBL -5.6532e+06 1.1307e+07 1.1307e+07 98.90%
MSD 2.1068e+05 -4.2070e+05 -4.2077e+05 97.80%

Table 3: Models performance comparison for breast cancer dataset.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
Log-likelihood AIC BIC

DM -3.1532e+03 6.3383e+03 6.4111e+03 91.00%
GDM -3.5300e+03 5.1000e+03 5.1910e+03 93.00%
MBL -2.4137e+05 4.8414e+05 4.8387e+05 98.00%
MSD -1.7277e+05 3.4637e+05 3.4621e+05 98.00%

fine needle aspirate (FNA) of a breast mass. The prediction includes the diagnosis of

each case to malignant or benign, based on the symmetry, and the fractal dimension.

Figure 5 shows sample images from this dataset. After extracting the features, the

eight values have been discretized to be used in our models. The eight real-valued

features computed for each cell nucleus are; 1-radius (mean of distances from the

center to points on the perimeter), 2-texture (standard deviation of gray-scale values),

3-perimeter, 4-area, 5-smoothness (local variation in radius lengths), 6-compactness,

7-concavity (severity of concave portions of the contour), 8-concave points (number

of concave portions of the contour).

The prediction results for this dataset are shown in Table 3. As observed that

DM and GDM based regression models are not the best fitted models for the pre-

diction of breast cancer shown by the relatively lower accuracy. On the other hand,

both MBL and MSD based regression models perform similarly in terms of accuracy.

Furthermore, MSD has a lower AIC and BIC, thus, MSD based regression model is

better for breast cancer diagnosis dataset.

Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the predicted values for the Breast Cancer dataset,

including the three predicted values for each observation using the proposed MBL and

MSD based regression models, respectively. As shown in the figures, both proposed

models perform well for the prediction of Y values, which is illustrated by having

similar behavior for the actual and predicted values for all tested observations.
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(a) Y Train

(b) Y-Test

Figure 3: Comparison of test values and the predicted values of Y using MBL-based
regression model for Stress Echocardiography dataset.

2.2.6 Diagnosis of Diabetes

The Pima Indians Diabetes dataset (DD) [59] dataset used for this application, which

is publicly available to download4. The objective of this application is to evaluate the

efficiency of the proposed models in the problem of diagnosing diabetes. The dataset

contains 2,000 observations and nine variables with no missing values reported. The

variables in the considered dataset are based on personal data, such as age, the

number of pregnancy times, and the results of medical examinations, e.g., blood

pressure, body mass index, the result of glucose tolerance test, etc. The analysis

aims to predict whether a patient was diabetes positive or not (represented in our

experiments by positive count values of 1 and 2, respectively). The dataset consists

of a variety of ranges of each feature spanning all individuals. The prediction results

4https://www.kaggle.com/uciml/pima-indians-diabetes-database/downloads/pima-indians-
diabetes-database.zip/1
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(a) Y Predict

(b) Y Test

Figure 4: Comparison of test values and the predicted values of Y using MSD-based
regression model for Stress Echocardiography dataset.

for this dataset are shown in Table 4. According to the results, DM and GDM-

based regression models have a smaller likelihood and relatively lower accuracy. On

the other hand, both MSD and MBL outperform the other models, with the MBL

regression model has the highest accuracy on this dataset of 99%.

As Figure 8 illustrates, the predicted values using the proposed MBL-based re-

gression model are similar to the actual ones (i.e. Y Test). However, using the

MSD-based regression model, the prediction is between 1 and 2. Thus, for predicting

if a patient has diabetes or not, the values were rounded to the closest integer. That

is, assumed that if the predicted value is greater than 1.5, the diagnosis is negative

(actual value is 2); otherwise, the patient has diabetes (actual value is 1).
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Table 4: Models performance comparison for Pima Indians Diabetes dataset.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
Log-likelihood AIC BIC

DM -622.6466 1.2653e+03 1.3066e+03 92.00%
GDM -31612.78 6.3664e+04 6.3358e+04 94.50%
MBL -1.7917e+06 3.5843e+06 3.5842e+06 99.00%
MSD 2.8160e+04 -5.5400e+04 -5.5425e+04 97.75%

Table 5: Comparing the proposed regression models performance to the State-of-the-
Art.

DATA SETS Algorithms Accuracy
RS CASI[61] 80.00%
RS Dirichlet-Multinomial Regression (DM) [2] 94.00%
RS Generalized Dirichlet-Multinomial Regression (GDM) [2] 95.00%
RS Proposed model 1 : MBL-based regression model 98.00%
RS Proposed model 2 : MSD-based regression model 95.75%
SEG CART [57] 95.00%
SEG Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [62] 93.20%
SEG Proposed model 1 : MBL-based regression model 98.90%
SEG Proposed model 2 : MSD-based regression model 97.80%
BCD Logistic Regression[63] 92.10%
BCD Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) [64] 96.00%
BCD Artificial Neural Net Input Gain Measurement Approximation 90.00%
BCD Proposed model 1: MBL-based regression model 98.00%
BCD Proposed model 2: MSD-based regression model 98.00%
DD Artificial neural net input gain measurement approximation[65] 71.00%
DD An Early Neural Network Model(ADAP)[66] 76.00%
DD Decision Tree [67] 72.00%
DD ID3 Decision Tree [67] 80.00%
DD General Regression Neural Network [68] 80.21%
DD KNN . [68] 77.00 %
DD Proposed model 1: MBL-based regression model 99.00%
DD Proposed model 2: MSD-based regression model 97.75%
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Figure 5: Sample images from the Breast Cancer dataset.

2.2.7 Comparison with Other Methods from the Literature

Recently, a large number of models have been proposed in the literature to perform

medical diagnosis efficiently and accurately. In this section, we review the published

results for other methods that considered the same datasets used in our experiments.

A comparative study between the proposed models and other approaches from the

state-of-the-art is depicted in Table 5. From the results of this table it noticed that

our proposed approach is competitive to the most successful approaches.

For instance, three different algorithms have been previously implemented to an-

alyze the RNA-seq dataset, including the two with a similar approach (i.e., DM,

and GDM-based regression models [2]), and CASI [61]. SEG dataset has been con-

sidered using classification and Regression Trees (CART) [57] and Hidden Markov

Model (HMM) [62], which are well-known approaches, however, our proposed mod-

els achieved the highest accuracy of prediction. Similarly, comparing the results of

previous algorithms such as logistic regression [63] and two models based on neu-

ral networks [64] implemented on the BCD dataset, our proposed models have the

highest accuracy. Furthermore, while the average accuracy of diabetes diagnosis on

DD dataset ranges between 71-80%, obtained using previous methods such as logistic

regression [63], different neural network models [66, 68], decision trees [67] and KNN

[68], our proposed approaches achieve a superior performance of 97.75% and 99% for
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(a) Y Train

(b) Y-Test

Figure 6: Comparison of test values and the predicted values of Y using MBL-based
regression model for Breast Cancer dataset.

the proposed regression models based on MSD and MBL, respectively.
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(a) Y Train

(b) Y-Test

Figure 7: Comparison of test values and the predicted values of Y using MSD-based
regression model for Breast Cancer dataset.
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(a) Y Train

(b) Y-Test

Figure 8: Comparison of test values and the predicted values of Y using MSD regres-
sion model for Pima Indians Diabetes dataset.
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Chapter 3

Distribution-based Regression for

Semi-Bounded Data

In this chapter, we focus on modeling and prediction in the case of semi-bounded

data which are naturally generated by many real-life applications. Distribution-based

regression models using efficient generative models based on Inverted Dirichlet (IDR),

Generalized Inverted Dirichlet (GID), and Inverted Beta-Liouville (IBL) distributions

has been proposed.

To introduce our model, the response distributions and propose the link functions

has been explained. The model parameters are calculated by maximum likelihood

approach and to measure the goodness of our model performance, some information

measures such as AIC, BIC, and MSE has been used. The efficiency of the proposed

models in analyzing real data has shown in the last part.

The structure of the rest of this chapter is as follows. The proposed distribution-

based regression models are presented in section 3.1, with all the details about param-

eters estimation approach and link functions. Section 3.2 presents the experimental

results.

3.1 Proposed Regression Models

In this section, the details of the proposed models for IDR regression, GID regression,

and IBL regression has explained. For each proposed model, the properties of the

fitting distribution was discussed first, then the link functions has been derived and
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estimate the parameters using the maximum likelihood approach for each distribution.

3.1.1 The Considered Distributions

Inverted Dirichlet Distribution

The Inverted Dirichlet distribution has been introduced by Tiao and Cuttman [17]

for the first time to allow several symmetric and asymmetric modes [69, 70]. If

a D-dimensional positive vector X = (x1, x2, ..., xD) follows an inverted Dirichlet

distribution, the joint density function is given by [69]:

ID(X|θ) =
Γ(|~α|)

D+1∏
d=1

Γ(αd)

D∏
d=1

xαd−1
d

(
1 +

D∑
d=1

xd

)−|~α|
(38)

with the condition of xd > 0, d = 1, 2, ..., D , ~α = (α1, α2, ..., αD+1) and |~α| =
∑D+1

d=1 αd

where αd > 0 and d = 1, 2, ..., D+1. The mean and variance of the Inverted Dirichlet

distribution are given by [69]:

E(xd) =
αd

αD+1 − 1
(39)

V ar(xd) =
αd(αd + αD+1 − 1)

(αD+1)2(αD+1 − 2)
(40)

and the covariance between xd and Xn is :

Cov(xd, Xn) =
αdαn

(αD+1 − 1)2(αD+1 − 2)
(41)

Inverted Dirichlet distribution provides a good modeling and powerful analytic tool

of positive vectors [69]. The inverted Dirichlet choice is inspired by its excellent

performance and statistical properties, namely its versatility towards approximating

many shapes [69].

Generalized Inverted Dirichlet distribution

The inverted Dirichlet has the downside of having a very restrictive and purely positive

covariance structure [17]. Generalized Inverted Dirichlet (GID) has a more general

covariance than the Inverted Dirichlet.
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If a D-dimensional positive vector X = (x1, x2, ..., xD), with X > 0, follows the

Generalized Inverted Dirichlet distribution, then:

GID(X|θ) =
D∏
d=1

Γ(αd + βd)

Γ(αd)Γ(βd)

xαd−1
d(

1 +
∑D

d=1 xd

)γd (42)

where θ = (α1, α2, ....αD, β1, β2, ..., βD) where γd = βd + αd − βd+1 and βD+1 = 0 for

d = 1, . . . , D.

The mean, variance and co-variance of GID are given by the following formulas:

E(xd) =
αd

βd − 1
(43)

V ar(xd) =
αd(αd + βd − 1)

(βd − 2)(βd − 1)2
(44)

Cov(xd, Xn) =
αdαn

(βd − 2)(βd − 1)2
(45)

Inverted Beta-Liouville distribution

The inverted Dirichlet distribution has a very rigid covariance structure, which limits

its versatility considerably. Inverted Beta-Liouville distribution, on the other hand,

has shown in recent studies to be very efficient in modeling positive vectors. As

a special case, the IBL distribution includes the inverted Dirichlet distribution and

can, therefore, provide more flexibility and better fitting of the data [18, 71]. If a

D-dimensional vector X = (x1, x2, ..., xD) is drawn from the IBL distribution, then

we have:

IBL(X|θ) =
Γ(
∑D

d=1 αd)Γ(α + β)

Γ(α)Γ(β)

D∏
d=1

xαd−1
d

Γ(αd)
× λβ

( D∑
d=1

xd

)α−∑D
d=1 αd

×
(
λ+

D∑
d=1

xd

)−(α+β)

(46)

where θ = {α1, ..., αd, α, β, λ} , X > 0 and α, β, λ > 0. The mean, variance and

co-variance of IBL distribution are given as follows [18]:

E(xd) =
λααd∑D

d=1 αdβ − 1
(47)
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V ar(xd) =
λ2α(α + 1)2αd

(β − 1)(β − 2)(
∑D

d=1 αd)(
∑D

d=1 αd + 1)

− λ2α2α4
d

(β − 1)2(
∑D

d=1 αd)
4

(48)

Cov(Xl, Xj) =
αlαj∑D
d=1 αd

[ λ2α(α + 1)

(β − 1)(β − 2)(
∑D

d=1 αd)
− λ2α2

(β − 1)2(
∑D

d=1 αd)

]
(49)

3.1.2 Link Functions

The link function [44] is the reverse of any distribution-related cumulative distribution

function. This function provides the relationship between the linear projection and

the mean of the distribution function [45].

Link functions for Inverted Dirichlet distribution

For Inverted Dirichlet distribution-based regression, the relation between the param-

eters and the p-dimensional co-variate vector X = (x1, . . . , xp), can be written in the

following forms:

αi = λ1(αix1 + αix2 + . . .+ αixp), i = 1, . . . , d

αD+1 = λ2(αD+1x1 + αD+1x2 + . . .+ αD+1xp)

For finding the λ(µi) the following procedure has been considered:

λ(µi) = XT
i θ i = 1, . . . , d (50)

where µi is the mean of Xi, and θ is a vector of regression parameters. Thus:

logit(µi) = log
( µi

1− µi

)
, i = 1, . . . , d (51)

and for logit link function we have the following :

Πj(x) =
exp(θTXj)

1 +
∑n−1

j=1 exp(θTXj)
j = 1, . . . , p (52)

Thus, for the Inverted Dirichlet model, the following equations has been consid-

ered:

λ1(µi) = XT
i αi

λ2(µi) = XT
i αD+1 (53)
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Link functions for Generalized Inverted Dirichlet distribution

For GID, to link the parameter ϑ = {αi, βi} to the p-dimensional covariates vector

X, as:

αi = λ1(αix1 + αix2 + . . .+ αixp) (54)

βi = λ2(βix1 + βix2 + . . .+ βixp), i = 1, . . . , d (55)

For finding the ρ(µi) the following procedure has been followed:

ρ(µi) = XT
i ϑ, i = 1, . . . , d (56)

then we have:

ρ1(µi) = XT
i αi (57)

ρ2(µi) = XT
i βi (58)

Link function for Inverted Beta-Liouville distribution

For Inverted Beta-Liouville distribution-based regression, the relation between the

regression coefficient θ and the p-dimensional co-variate vector X = (x1, . . . , xp), can

be written as follows:

αi = g1(αix1 + αix2 + . . .+ αixp), i = 1, . . . , d

α = g2(αx1 + αx2 + . . .+ αxp),

β = g3(βx1 + βx2 + . . .+ βxp), (59)

γ = g4(γx1 + γx2 + . . .+ γxp).

For finding the g(µi) we consider the following procedure:

g(µi) = XT
i θ i = 1, . . . , d (60)

Thus, we have the following link functions for Inverted Beta-Liouville distribution:

g1(µi) = XT
i αi

g2(µi) = XT
i α

g3(µi) = XT
i β (61)

g4(µi) = XT
i γ
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3.1.3 Parameter Estimation

To estimate the regression coefficients parameters, the Maximum Likelihood Estimate

(MLE) technique [48] have been used to find the best coefficient for predicting with

our models. Maximum likelihood estimation [49, 50] is a popular method that tries to

discover the most probable model that provides the observed result. The maximum

likelihood parameter estimates for inverted Dirichlet, Generalized Inverted Dirichlet,

and Inverted Beta-Liouvell distribution has been obtained by maximizing the log-

likelihood. Let X = {X1, . . . , XN} be a dataset with N instances, the estimation of

the parameters is based on maximizing the log-likelihood as follows:

Θ(t+1) = arg max
Θ

N∑
j=1

log(p(Xj|Θ)) (62)

The log-likelihood for IDR is given by:

Ln(X|θ) =
D∑
d=1

ln(λ(µi)) + ln(Γ(|~α|))−
D+1∑
d=1

ln[Γ(αd)] +
D∑
d=1

ln(xαd−1
d )

− |ᾱ|
[
ln(

D∑
d=1

xd) + ln(1 +
1∑D
d=1

xd)
] (63)

The log-likelihood of GID for N independent data points is computed as follows:

Ln(X|θ) =
D∑
d=1

N∑
i=1

[
ln(λ(µi)) + ln(Γ(αd + βd)−

(
ln(Γ(αd)) + ln(Γ(βd))

)
+ [ln(xαd−1

d )− ln(1 +
N∑
i=1

Xi)
γd ]

] (64)

and the log-likelihood for IBL follows the formula :

Ln(X|θ) =
N∑
i=1

ln(g(µi)) +

[(
ln(

D∑
d=1

αd) + ln(Γ(α + β))− ln(Γ(α))− ln(Γ(β))
)

+
D∑
d=

(−ln(Γ(αd)) + ln(xαd−1
d )) + ln(γβ) + ln(

D∑
d=1

xd)
α−

∑D
d=1 αd

+ ln
(
γ +

D∑
d=1

x
−(α+β)
d )

]
(65)
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Maximizing the log-likelihood function is done by taking the first partial deriva-

tives and solve for the parameters. However, for the three proposed models, closed-

form solutions do not exist. Thus, the process requires a Newton-Raphson optimiza-

tion that iterates between scoring steps based on the present values and an update of

the parameters. such that:

Θ(t+1) = Θ(t) −H−1
Θ GΘ (66)

The first and second order derivatives of the log-likelihood function with respect to

θ are shown by G and H where G is the gradient, and H is the Hessian matrix.

The complete derivations required to estimate the parameters of IDR, GID, and IBL

models has been shown in the following section.

3.1.4 MLE for the proposed models

• The derivatives to estimate the IDR-based model parameters The

first derivatives of IDR log-likelihood with respect to the regression coefficient

are given by:

∂Ln(X|θ)
∂αd

=
n∑
i=1

λ1(µi)
[
ψ(~α)− ψ(αd) + log

( xd

1 +
∑D

d=1 xd

)]
(67)

∂Ln(X|θ)
∂αD+1

=
n∑
i=1

λ1(µi)
[
ψ(~α)− ψ(αD + 1) + log

( 1

1 +
∑D

d=1 xd

)]
(68)

According to the Newton-Raphson method, the second-order derivatives should

calculate
∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂αd1∂αd2

=
D∑
i=1

λ′′2(µi)[ψ
′(~α)− ψ′(αd)] (69)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂2α

=
D∑
i=1

λ′′1(µi)[ψ
′(~α)] (70)

• The derivatives to estimate the GID-based model parameters The first

derivatives of GID log likelihood function with respect to αi, i = 1, . . . , d and

βi, i = 1, . . . , d are:

∂Ln(X|ϑ)

∂αi
= ρ′1(µi)[ψ(αi + βi)− ψ(αi) + logXi − log(1 +Xi)] (71)
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∂Ln(X|ϑ)

∂βi
= ρ′2(µi)[ψ(αi + βi)− ψ(αi)− log(1 +Xi)] (72)

The second derivatives of GID are as follows :

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂αiβi

= ρ′′1(µi)ρ
′′
2(µi)[ψ

′(α + β)− log(1 +Xi)] (73)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂2αi

= ρ′′1(µi)[ψ
′(αi + βi)− ψ′(αi)] (74)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂2βi

= ρ′′1(µi)[ψ
′(αi + βi)] (75)

• The derivatives to estimate the IBL-based model parameters The first

derivatives of IBL log likelihood function are given by

∂Ln(X|θ)
∂αd

=
n∑
i=1

g′1(µi)
[
log(xd)− log(

D∑
d=1

xd) + ψ(
D∑
d=1

αd)− ψ(αd)
]

(76)

∂Ln(X|θ)
∂α

=
n∑
i=1

g′2(µi)
[
log(

D∑
d=1

xd) + log(
D∑
d=1

xd + γ) +ψ(α+ β)−ψ(α)
]

(77)

∂Ln(X|θ)
∂β

=
n∑
i=1

g′3(µi)
[
logγ − log(

D∑
d=1

xd + γ) + ψ(α + β)− ψ(β)
]

(78)

∂Ln(X|θ)
∂γ

=
n∑
i=1

g′4(µi)
[β
γ
− α + β

γ +
∑D

d=1 xd

]
(79)

According to the Newton-Raphson method, the second-order derivatives should

calculate

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂αd1∂αd2

=


g′′1(µi)

[
ψ′(
∑D

d=1 αd)− ψ′(αd)
]
, if d1 = d2,

g′′1(µi)ψ
′(
∑D

d=1 αd) otherwise,

(80)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂2α

= g′′2(µi)[ψ
′(α + β)− ψ′(α)] (81)
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∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂2β

= g′′3(µi)[ψ
′(α + β)− ψ′(β)] (82)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂2γ

= g′′3(µi)[−
β

γ2
+

α + β

(γ +
∑D

d=1 xd)
2
] (83)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂α∂β

= g′′2(µi)g
′′
3(µi)[ψ

′(α + β)] (84)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂α∂αd

=
∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂αd∂β

=
∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂αd∂γ

= 0 (85)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂α∂γ

= −[g′′2(µi)g
′′
4(µi)][

1

γ +
∑D

d=1 xd
] (86)

∂2Ln(X|θ)
∂β∂γ

= [g′′3(µi)g
′′
4(µi)][

1

γ
− 1

γ +
∑D

d=1 xd
] (87)

3.1.5 Prediction

Another common task is to predict a numerical target value, given a set of features

called predictors. Regression is used to perform this task. For our proposed regression

model, the following formula has been used:

Ŷ = hηX = ηTX (88)

where for IDR regression with θ = (α1, ..., αd, αD+1) regression coefficient. η =

αiαD+1. For IDR the regression coefficient is equal to θ = (α1, ..., αd, β1, ..., βd).

Moreover, assumed that η = αiβi, and αiαβλ for the GID and IBL regression mod-

els, respectively.

The initialization of the parameters was performed using random values. Then,

using the maximum likelihood, the parameters are updated in order to obtain their

estimates with respect to a given dataset. The complete learning algorithm is sum-

marized in (Algorithm 2).
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Algorithm 2 The complete learning algorithm

1. Input DATA SET X = {W1, . . . ,Wn} with n independent data points Wj =

(Xi, Yi), where Xi is the count response vector and Yi is covariate vector.

Output The final parameters Θ, log-likelihood, predicted Y

2. Split the data by ratio 60:40 for training and testing

3. Initialize the parameters for each model Θ(0)

4. repeat

5. Update the parameters Θ(t) using Eq.(66)

6. Update the link functions

7. calculate the complete log-likelihood using Eq.(63) for IDR or Eq.(64) for GID

or Eq.(65) for IBL

8. until convergence

9. Predict the covariate values of Y using Eq. (88).

3.2 Experimental Results

Our aim in this section is to apply the proposed regression models on real datasets.

The performance of the three proposed regression models based on inverted Dirichlet,

generalized inverted Dirichlet and inverted Beta-Liouville has been compared. More-

over, the effectiveness of the proposed models compared to two widely used regression

models, namely, linear and logistic regressions has been shown.

3.2.1 Data and Performance Measures

The evaluation of each model is based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC) [52],

Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [53], and MSE where smaller values for AIC,

BIC and MSE indicate that the model has a better performance. Furthermore, we

considered the prediction accuracy.
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3.2.2 Software Defects Prediction

Software quality control and identification of a flaw or defect in a computer program

have become one of the research subjects that has received a lot of attention. Any

device failure can result in high costs [72]. It is challenging and difficult to evaluate

the quality of complex software systems. Therefore, forecasting program failures is

a desirable tool to improve reliability [73, 74]. There are some software complexity

evaluation [75] measures such as code size, cyclomatic McCabes, and complexity of

Halsteads that could be used for prediction.

Our analysis is carried out on two datasets from the archive of PROMISE data

obtained from NASA software projects and its public MDP (Modular Data Pro-

cessing Toolkit), which are currently used as benchmark datasets in this research

area. The metrics or features of each dataset are five different lines of calculation

of code, three metrics of McCabe, four measures of base Halstead, eight measures

of derived Halstead, and a branch-count. A binary variable classifies the datasets

to show whether or not the module is faulty. PC1 is a NASA spacecraft instrument

software which considers functions flight software for earth-orbiting satellite. JM1 is

a predictive ground-based system in real-time. Both softwares are written in ”C”.

Table 6 presents the results of the three tested models, where compared them based

on AIC, BIC, MSE, and accuracy. As it shown, the IBL based model has the small-

est AIC, BIC, MSE and highest accuracy of 98 % and Table 7 shows the results of

applying regression models on the JM1 dataset and show that IBL regression is the

best model for this dataset in terms of accuracy. The IBL based model outperforms

all the tested models with an accuracy of 98% compared to 67-82% for the other

models. As Tables 6 and 7 shown our proposed model based on IBL outperforms all

the tested models. Moreover, the proposed regression model based on GID performs

better than the linear regression.

3.2.3 Age prediction

The second real-world application that considered is age prediction from facial images

using the UTKFace [76] data sets to evaluate our three proposed models. Recently,

research on face and age prediction has become a trendy topic in machine learning

[77]. Approaches are falling mostly into two groups, physical models and prototype-

based approaches. Examples include predicting ageing biological process and body
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Table 6: Models performance comparison for software defects prediction in PC1
dataset.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
MSE AIC BIC

ID 1.2084 -264744.86 -264739.64 67.00%
GID 1.09 -446644.53 -446749.74 82.00%
IBL 5.83026e+29 - 567644.53 -556849.98 98.00%

Linear regression 1.23 -356765.12 -356899.23 78.11%
logistic regression 0.055 -495784.98 -487695.67 86.00 %

Table 7: Models performance comparison for for software defects prediction in JM1
dataset.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
MSE AIC BIC

ID 1.58 -155737.96 -155737.76 67.00%
GID 1.25 - 3625146.01 -3625299.215 82.00%
IBL 1.07 -4562146.98 -4562641.35 98.00%

Linear regression 1.14 -312115.23 -311399.11 81.24%
logistic regression 1.1 -395784.98 -387695.67 90.00 %

processes such as wrinkles [78], facial structure [79] and muscles [80].

UTKFace dataset is a large-scale face dataset with a wide age range between 0

and 116 years. The dataset is made up of approximately 20,000 face photos with

age, ethnicity, and gender annotations (see sample images in Figure 9). The images

cover significant variations in pose, expression, brightness, occlusion, frame rate. the

23,675 aligned and cropped face images collected from the UTK dataset; each has

a size of 200×200 pixels. For feature extraction and description, the Histogram of

oriented gradients (HOG) technique used with a cell size of 64 ended up with a 144-

dimensional feature vector for each image.

The prediction results for this dataset are shown in Table 8 demonstrated by the

three performance metrics and the overall accuracy. According to the results, with a

comparison of the three proposed models, the IBL has the smallest MSE, AIC, and

BIC and the highest accuracy. Thus, IBL based regression is the best model for age

prediction. Compared to the common linear regression, the proposed IBL regression

model has a significantly better performance.
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(a) 1 year old (b) 8 years old (c) 16 years old

(d) 24 years old (e) 32 years old (f) 40 years old

(g) 48 years old (h) 56 years old (i) 64 years old

(j) 72 years old (k) 80 years old (l) 88 years old

(m) 99 years old (n) 115 years old (o) 116 years old

Figure 9: Sample images from the UTK dataset

3.2.4 Spam Filtering

Our experiment was conducted on a complex spam dataset developed by Hewlett-

Packard Labs from the UCI machine learning repository [81]. Spam filtering[82] is

one of the major research fields in the security of information systems. There are

serious threats caused by spams or unsolicited bulk communications. As reported in

the literature, up to 75–80% of e-mail messages in 2005 and 2009 are spam, which

resulted in huge financial losses between $50 and $130 billion [83, 84]. The considered

dataset contains 4,601 instances and 58 attributes (57 attributes of continuous input

and 1 target mark attribute of nominal class). Around 39.4% (1813 instances) of the

e-mails are spam, and 60.6% (2788 e-mails) are not. The attributes are extracted
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Table 8: Models performance comparison for Age prediction in UTK dataset.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
MSE AIC BIC

ID 40.95 -14176410.34 -14175247.95 68.91%
GID 21.04 -89379377.99 -89378215.59 90.40%
IBL 17.58 -98398512.86 -98318289.31 95.00%

Linear regression 47.5 -48735647.78 -48756247.78 59.72%

using one of the main methods of information representation in natural language

processing called Bag of Words (BoW) [85]. Every e-mail is identified by its words

regardless of grammar in this process. Most attributes in the spam base dataset

indicate whether the e-mail often contained a particular word or character, 48 features

include the percentage of words in the e-mail that match the word. The remaining

characteristics are the average length of uninterrupted capital letter series, the length

of the most extended uninterrupted capital letter sequence, and the total number

of capital letters in the e-mail. The rating of the dataset shows whether or not the

e-mail was deemed spam. In our experiments, the dataset was first reduced to 3626

instances to have a balanced case. The prediction results for this dataset are shown in

Table 9. IDR and GID based regression models have the same MSE for the prediction

of Spam emails. Furthermore, IBL has a lower MSE, AIC, BIC, and highest accuracy.

Thus, the IBL based regression model is better for Spam prediction. Compared to the

common regression models, the three proposed regression models have significantly

higher accuracy.

Table 9: Models performance comparison for Spam filtering.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
MSE AIC BIC

ID 2.18 -16041.90 -11675.17 94.00%
GID 2.18 -4308416.48 -4308783.21 94.00%
IBL 1.5635e+25 -7348436.84 -7348436.12 97.00%

Linear regression 2.32 -2301.56 -2681.32 52.90%
logistic regression 2.10 -4332.81 -4236.12 68.5 %
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3.2.5 Disease Diagnosis

Hepatitis diagnosis

Hepatitis, an inflammation of the liver, is commonly caused by viruses [86], but its

origin could be other factors, including allergies, autoimmune diseases, or toxic sub-

stances. Blood testing is the primary method for diagnosing it. Automatic diagnostic

techniques can assist doctors in diagnosing diseases accurately. In this experiment,

the proposed regression model applied on a dataset [87], which includes 155 instances

and 19 attributes. Features include age, presence of steroid, antivirals administered,

fatigue, malaise, anorexia, large liver, firm liver, spleen palpability, presence of spi-

ders, presence of ascites, presence of varices, bilirubin level, alkaline phosphate level,

SGOT level, albumin level, protein level, and histology result. We use our models to

predict if the patient is alive or not. The prediction results for the considered dataset

using the three tested regression models are given in Table 10 reported using the

above-mentioned performance metrics. According to the results, one may notice that

ID and IBL have approximately similar performance according to accuracy. On the

other hand, the proposed IBL has the smallest MSE, AIC, and BIC. Thus, IBL based

regression is the best model for predicting Hepatitis. Compared to the common re-

gression models, the proposed GID regression model has slightly better performance,

such that its accuracy is 3% higher, where the other two proposed regression mod-

els have significantly higher accuracies of 97% and 98% for the ID and IBL based

regression models, respectively.

Table 10: Models performance comparison for Hepatitis diagnosis dataset.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
MSE AIC BIC

ID 1.58 -787270.38 -787270.14 97.00%
GID 3.56 -60877.60 -60929.34 79.00%
IBL 1.03 -85268.60 -85368.78 98.00%

Linear regression 2.28 -50157.69 -51469.18 74.11%
logistic regression 2.53 -54165.19 -54149.59 76.7 %
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Liver disorder diagnosis

The last dataset used in our experiments is the liver-disorders [88]. This dataset con-

sists of several attributes; the first 5 variables are all blood tests that are considered

to be responsive to liver abnormalities that may result from excessive consumption

of alcohol. Each observation in the dataset is a single male individual’s record. The

features are mcv mean corpuscular volume, alkphos alkaline phosphotase,sgpt ala-

nine aminotransferase, sgot aspartate aminotransferase, gammagt gamma - glutamyl

transpeptidase, drinks number of half-pint equivalents of alcoholic beverages drunk

per day and selector that shows the patient has the disease or not. In the past, the

last label (selector) was frequently misinterpreted as a dependent variable describing

a liver condition presence or absence. BUPA researchers created the seventh field.

Table 11 shows the prediction results of this dataset. ID and GID based regression

models are as good as IBL fitted models for the prediction of liver disorder shown by

the relatively lower accuracy. On the other hand, both IDR and GID based regression

models perform approximately similarly in terms of accuracy, AIC, BIC, and MSE.

Furthermore, the IBL based regression model has the highest accuracy and lowest

MSE, AIC, and BIC; thus, it is the best model for diagnosing liver disorder. Table 11

shows that the two standard regression models have lower accuracy, and our proposed

models have the highest accuracy and the best prediction results.

Table 11: Models performance comparison for Liver disorder dataset.

Model Performance metrics Accuracy
MSE AIC BIC

ID 4.64 -38952.35 -38790.87 96.00%
GID 4.35 -37480.223 -37499.44 95.00%
IBL 4.90e+53 -55289.45 -55398.22 98.00%

Linear regression 5.61 -12457.49 -11469.27 77.5%
logistic regression 5.07 -28765.38 -28549.18 87.0 %
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this thesis, different regression techniques for count and semi-bounded data has

been explored in details. We started our work by introducing two novel regression

models for count data based on multinomial Beta-Liouville and multinomial scaled

Dirichlet distributions. The two proposed models are mainly motivated by the fact

that these distributions offer high flexibility, better fitting, and considerable potential

to accurately describe count data compared to previously used models. To validate

the performance of these models, the application of assessing the connections and

patterns analysis in medical data has been considered. The evaluation is performed

by considering different measures that are usually used to evaluate regression models,

including model selection criteria such as AIC and BIC, as well as the prediction ac-

curacy. According to the obtained results, our models achieved superior performance

supported by higher accuracy of predicting diseases. It could be claimed that these

new distribution-based regression models yield better results than the other compara-

ble state-of-the-art methods. Further, three novel regression models for semi-bounded

data based on flexible distributions for positive vectors has been proposed, namely,

inverted Dirichlet, generalized inverted Dirichlet, and inverted Beta-Liouville. This

work has shown that these distributions offer high versatility, better fit, and consider-

able potential to represent positive vectors accurately compared to linear and logistic

regressions. Several real-world applications, including analysis of medical data, spam

filtering, age prediction and software defect prediction to validate the efficiency of

the proposed models has been considered. The results have demonstrated that our

models outperform similar approaches.
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Future approaches for research will concentrate on models modifications and im-

provements to achieve greater precision in regression. Future works could be devoted

to the extension of the proposed models to other applications and especially those

dealing with time series data. We will focus mainly on regression mixture models of

distributions.
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